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Dear readers and business partners,
last year we announced that we would be investing in a new automated band saw system. We are pleased to be able to
tell you that, after further optimisation of the system the new JAESPA Compact 3 S is now up and running and we consider this an important step into the future. The new saw replaced two existing band saws and together with our hydraulic
shears forms the core element of our cutting operations and the new unit offers several major benefits – more of that later.
Regards, Schulte-Wiese Gesenkschmiede

WSW – new band saw system comes on stream

In the past few days the time arrived for our new band saw
system to go on stream. It has a feeding facility and an automated separating system for sorting the cut starting material and waste material. The band saw system is controlled
by a Siemens S 7-1500 system. This investment has led to
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numerous advantages for WSW. By transferring the starting
material from the hydraulic shears onto the new saw it is
no longer necessary to warm the material using gas during
the cold months of the year. This not only reduces energy
costs but also protects the environment. Furthermore the
likelihood of waste occurring is minimised where previously
cutting was necessary followed by vertical compression of
the material during the subsequent forging process. This is
because the cutting surface of the sawn parts is far cleaner.
In addition our capacity is increased so that now 100% of
the starting material can be cut on the premises. Thanks
to automation colleagues can now taken on more tasks in
other areas and help to further reduce lead times. In the coming weeks we will further optimise the process. In addition
various saw bands with a longer service life will be tested,
and there is also an option for network connections.

Did you know…?
Philipp-André Klever, head of
sales, has been part of our team
for 3 years.

“As a sales person I am the interface between our customers and
our company. Our sales team’s
objective is to support our customers with application-specific solutions for their projects and to
support them in all phases of the
project. Particularly over the last
couple of years we have opened
up internationally and been able
to enter new markets. I really
enjoy the contact to our customers and to my colleagues in
my daily work.”
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The staff structure in our company is characterised by long
term service from our personnel. On average our employees
work for us for 15 years; on the departmental level we have
achieved a minimum of 13 years.
We are proud of the fact that some of our staff, who have
been working with us for decades, started their careers with
us as apprentices or trainees. Thus we have a balanced age
structure of 45 years of age on average. Moreover this year
we have again given young people the chance to train for interesting and varied jobs as toolmakers and as industrial clerks.
We present ourselves on different portals as an attractive
employer and work regionally and closely with, for example
karriere-suedwestfalen.de
, where, apart from our
website, we continually give information interesting vacancies
.
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